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Let H be the Zemanian space of Hankel transformable functions, let OX bem m , a
its space of convolution operators, and let O be the predual of OX . We provem, a m , a
that the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of H and the strongm
dual toplogy coincide on OX . Our technique, involving Mackey topologies, differsm, a
from, and is simpler than, those usually employed with the same purpose for other
spaces of convolution operators, to which it is also applicable. As a consequence,
the properties of O being reflexive, complete, nuclear, and Montel are estab-m, a
lished. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The Hankel integral transformation is defined by
` 11r2h f y s xy J xy f x dx m G y , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .H mm  /20
where J denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order m. Them
 .transformation 1 was extended to generalized functions by A. H. Zema-
nian by introducing a Frechet space H of test functions defined onÂ m
 .I s 0, ` where the h -transformation is an automorphism provided thatm
w xm G y1r2 18, Theorem 5.4-1 and then defining the generalized Hankel
transformation hX by transposition on the dual space H X.mm
w xIn 3 we established several useful properties of H as a topologicalm
vector space. Also, we characterized the space O of multipliers of H andm
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H X, which plays an important role in the theory of the generalized Hankelm
convolution.
w x w x w xI. I. Hirschman 13 , F. M. Cholewinski 9 , and D. T. Haimo 12 have
w xdeveloped the classical theory of the Hankel convolution. In 15 the
authors introduced a convolution operation, closely connected with that
w x  .considered in 13 , and more adequate to the Hankel transformation 1 .
The investigation of the generalized Hankel convolution was initiated by
w xJ. de Sousa Pinto in 17 . There the a-convolution of distributions with
compact support was defined for m s 0. We have extended Sousa Pinto's
theory by defining the generalized a-convolution in wider spaces of
 w x.distributions and for every m G y1r2 see 5]8, 15 .
Throughout the rest of this paper m will denote a real number greater
than y1r2.
w xThe space O was introduced in 15 as the inductive limit of them, a
 4family O , where, for each m g Z, O represents the closurem, m , a mg Z m , m , a
 .of H in the space of all those smooth, complex-valued functions u s u xm
 .x g I such that
m
m , m 2 ymy1r2 ko u s sup 1 q x x S u x - ` k g N , .  .  .  .k m
xgI
with respect to the topology generated by the family of seminorms
 m, m4o . Here, and in the sequel, S represents the Bessel operatork k g N m
xymy1r2Dx 2 mq1Dxymy1r2. The inductive topology of O s D Om, a mg Z m , m , a
will be denoted by T . The dual OX of O turns out to be the space ofi m , a m , a
convolution operators in H , in the following sense: if S g H X, thenm m
X  . .  :S g O when, and only when, the function S af x s S, t f lies inm, a x
w xH , for every f g H 15, Proposition 4.3 . This fact allows us to formulatem m
the following.
DEFINITION 1. For every T g H X and S g OX , the Hankel convolu-m m , a
tion of T and S is defined as the distribution T a S g H X, given bym
 :  :  .T a S, f s T , S af f g H .m
X  .Note that O can be regarded as a subspace of the space L H ofm, a m
w xcontinuous linear endomorphisms of H 15, Proposition 4.3 . As custom-m
 .   ..  .ary, L H respectively, L H will denote the space L H endoweds m b m m
with the topology of pointwise convergence on H respectively, the topol-m
. wogy of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of H . In 8, Propositionm
x  .  .4 we proved that both L H and L H induce the same topology ons m b m
OX .m,a
X  X.Similarly, O can be viewed as a subspace of the space L H ofm, a m
X w xcontinuous linear endomorphisms of H 15, Proposition 4.5 . We remarkm
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 X. that the space L H does not depend upon the topology weak* orm
. X  X.  X.strong considered on H . As usual, L H represents L H endowedm b m m
with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of H X. Inm
w x X15, Proposition 5.1 it was shown that the toplogy which O inheritsm, a
 .  X.from L H agrees with that inherited from L H .b m b m
 .   .  X..It is natural to ask whether L H equivalently, L H or L Hs m b m b m
induces on OX its strong topology as dual of O . Here this question ism, a m , a
answered in the affirmative. Our procedure, involving Mackey topologies,
w xdiffers from, and is much simpler than, the one used by S. Abdullah 1, 2
 X . Xto study the space O K of convolution operators of K , and could beC M M
applied also to that case. The properties of O being reflexive, complete,m, a
nuclear, and Montel are also established here.
Throughout this paper we shall make use of Hankel approximate identi-
w xties, as introduced in 5, 6 .
2. TOPOLOGIES ON O AND OXm , a m , a
X  .The space O can be considered as a subspace of L H , becausem, a m
X  .every S g O defines a member of L H throughm, a m
H ª Hm
f ¬ S af
w x  . X15, Proposition 4.3 . The topology induced by L H on O is thats m m , a
 4generated by the family of seminorms h , wherem , k , f m , k g N , f g Hm
h S s g m Saf S g OX .  .  .m , k , f m , k m , a
for each m, k g N and f g H . From now on, this topology will bem
denoted by T . In this section we establish that T agrees with the strongs s
topology of OX as dual of O with respect to the inductive limitm, a m , a
topology T of this space. Also, we prove that O is reflexive, complete,i m , a
nuclear, and Montel.
Several new results for the generalized Hankel convolution are previ-
ously needed. We begin with the following useful property.
PROPOSITION 1. E¨ery T g H X is the limit of a sequence in H withm m
respect to either the weak* or the strong topology of H X. Consequently, H is am m
 . Xweakly*, strongly dense subspace of H .m
X  4Proof. Let T g H , let k denote a Hankel approximate identity,m n ng N
w xand let f g H . The argument in the proof of 5, Proposition 3.5 alsom
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w xshows that k af ª f, as n ª `, in H . Therefore 15, Proposition 3.5 ,n m
 :  :  :T a k , f s T , k af ª T , f , as n ª `,n n
 .thus proving that T a k ª T , as n ª `, in the weak* hence, the strongn
X  w x. w xtopology of H see 3 . According to 15, Proposition 3.5 , the functionm
ymy1r2 . . mq1r2 x T a k x lies in O, for every n g N. Hence x O is weakly*,n
. Xstrongly dense in H . Now, given q g O consider the sequence of func-m
 . mq1r2  . yx 2 r n  .tions in H given by f x s x q x e n g N, n G 1, x g I . It ism n
 . mq1r2  .  .not hard to see that f x ª x q x , as n ª `, weakly* strongly inn
X  . mq1r2 XH . Thus, H is weakly*, strongly dense in x O, as a subspace of H .m m m
This completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 2. For e¨ery T g H X and f g H , the con¨olution T afm m
lies in O . Moreo¨er, the bilinear mappingm, a
H X = H ª Om m m , a
2 .
T , f ¬ T af .
is separately continuous in both ¨ariables, when H X is equipped with its strongm
topology.
w x wProof. Taking into account 15, Propositions 3.5 and 4.2 and 6, Propo-
x w xsition 3.1 , as in the proof of 15, Proposition 3.5 one can show that for
every T g H X and f g H there exists m g N such that T af g O .m m m , m , a
Next, assume that H X is endowed with its strong topology. Since this spacem
w xis bornological 3, Corollary 4.3; 16, IV-6.6, Corollary 1 , the continuity in
 .the first variable of the mapping 2 reduces to sequential continuity, which
w x wcan be proved by the argument in 15, Proposition 3.5 via 6, Proposition
x  .3.1 . Finally, the continuity of 2 in the second variable follows from the
fact that h is an automorphism of H .mm
Proposition 2 suggests the following.
DEFINITION 2. For every S g OX and T g H X, the Hankel convolutionm, a m
X  :  :of S and T is the element S)T of H given by S)T , f s S, T afm
 .f g H .m
X  .Note that if S, T g O then the convolutions S a T Definition 1 andm, a
 .S)T Definition 2 agree. These two definitions also coincide in the
general case, as shown in the next.
PROPOSITION 3. Let T g H X, S g OX . Then S)T s T a S.m m , a
X  4Proof. Let T g H . According to Proposition 1 there exists f ; Hm n ng N m
 . Xsuch that f ª T , as n ª ` weakly*, strongly in H . Then, by virtue ofn m
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Proposition 2, for every S g OX and f g H there holdsm, a m
 :  :S)T , f s S, T af s S, lim f af ; /n
nª`
 :s S, lim f af s lim S, f af . 3 .  . ;n n
nª` nª`
wSince the a-convolution is commutative in H , by 15, Propositions 3.5 andm
x4.3 we have
 :  :  :  :S, f af s S, f af s Saf , f s f , S af . 4 .n n n n
 .  .A combination of 3 and 4 yields
 :  :S)T , f s lim f , S af s lim f , S af ;n n
nª` nª`
 :  :s T , S af s T a S, f . 5 .
 .The arbitrariness of f g H allows us to conclude from 5 that S)T sm
T a S, as asserted.
In view of Proposition 3, from now on we will denote the a- and
)-convolutions by the same symbol a.
In the next Proposition 4 we identify the space O with the dualm, a
 X .  X .O , T 9 of O , T . Then we show that the inductive topology T ofm, a s m , a s i
 X .  .O agrees with its strong topology as dual of O , T Proposition 5 . Tom,a m , a s
this end, the following is required.
LEMMA 1. For e¨ery u g O , the point functionalm, a
OX , T ª C .m , a s
6 .
 :T ¬ T , u
is continuous.
 4Proof. Let u g O , and let T be a zero-convergent sequence inm, a n ng N
X w x  :O . From 6, Proposition 3.2 we infer that T , u ª 0, as n ª `. Them, a n
 X . w x  .space O , T being bornological 8, Proposition 4 , 6 is continuous.m, a s
PROPOSITION 4. The canonical embedding from O into the dualm, a
 X .  X .O , T 9 of O , T is surjecti¨ e.m, a s m , a s
w x X .Proof. By virtue of 16, IV-4.3, Corollary 4 , to every L g L H theres m
correspond unique n g N, T g H X, j g N, 1 F j F n, and f g H , j g N,j m j m
1 F j F n, such that
n
 :Lu s T , uf u g L H . . . j j s m
js1
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n  .The function  T af lies in O Proposition 2 , and hence it can bejs1 j j m , a
 X .  .viewed as a member of O , T 9 Lemma 1 . This fact allows us to definem, a s
the linear mapping
r : L X H ª OX , T 9 .  .s m m , a s
n
L ¬ r L s T af . .  j j
js1
X .  .It is well known that L H rKer r is algebraically isomorphic tos m
 . X .  X .H  X .Im r , and that L H r O is algebraically isomorphic to O , T 9s m m , a m , a s
 .  .where, as usual, Ker r and Im r denote the kernel and the image of r,
 X .H  X . X 4respectively, and O s L g L H : LS s 0, for every S g O .m, a s m m , a
 .  X .H  .We claim that Ker r s O . In fact, L g Ker r if, and only if,m, a
n n
 :S, T af s S a T , f s 0 j j j j ;
js1 js1
X w xfor each S g O . By Proposition 3 above and 15, Proposition 4.3 ,m, a
 .L g Ker r if, and only if,
n n
 :  :T a S, f s T , S af s LS s 0 j j j j
js1 js1
for every S g OX . This establishes our claim.m, a
To complete the proof of Proposition 4, it suffices to show that O sm, a
 .  X .Im r . Let u g O , and regard it as a member of O , T 9 via the pointm, a m , a s
 .functional it generates Lemma 1 . We denote by L an extension of u upu
 . X . Xto L H as an element of L H . Then there exist n g N, T g H , ands m s m j m
f g H , with j g N, 1 F j F n, such thatj m
n
 :L u s T , uf u g L H . .u j j s m
js1
w x w x16, IV-4.3, Corollary 4 . Now, invoking 15, Proposition 4.3 and Proposi-
tion 3 again, for every S g OX we may writem, a
n n
 :  :  :S, u s T , S af s T a S, f j j j j
js1 js1
n n
 :s S a T , f s S, T af . j j j j ;
js1 js1
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X n  .Since O separates points in O , necessarily u s  T af g Im r .m, a m , a js1 j j
This completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 5. The inducti¨ e topology T of O coincides with itsi m , a
 X .strong topology as dual of O , T .m, a s
w xProof. By virtue of 16, IV-3.4, IV-3.5, and IV-4.3, Corollary 2 , the
 .  X .space O , T is Mackey or, in other words, T s t O , O . More-m, a i i m , a m , a
 X . w xover, O , T is reflexive 8, Proposition 4 . Hence, according to Proposi-m, a s
 X .tion 4, the strong topology of the space O as dual of O , T coincidesm, a m , a s
 X .with the Mackey topology t O , O .m, a m , a
 X . w xBy the reflexivity of the space O , T 8, Proposition 4 , the followingm, a s
results can be derived from Proposition 5.
 X .COROLLARY 1. The space O , T is the strong dual of the spacem, a s
 .O , T .m, a i
 .COROLLARY 2. The space O , T is reflexi¨ e.m, a i
 .COROLLARY 3. The space O , T is complete, nuclear, and Montel.m, a i
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